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Foreword
Dear All,
The CivSoc committee is
incredibly proud to present our 4th
annual Careers Fair! Huzzah! I
hope you are as excited as we are
about the opportunities that await
you at the event. We have 14
amazing companies joining us
this year so do grab the chance to
explore your career options.
If you are keen on securing an internship or a job upon graduating,
then this is the perfect platform
for you. Fret not if you do not fall
in the former category because
you will be able to learn more
about the companies that are present and identify your field of interest at the fair.

Visit our Careers
Fair
webpage
here:

I hope you find the event
beneficial to your professional
development.
Kind Regards,
Cheng Wei Kwang
Industry Liaison Officer
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List of Companies
At AKT II we firmly believe that good design
need not cost the earth. We also know that if left
unmanaged, design aspirations can stretch
budgets beyond breaking point. To counter this
possibility, we draw on our knowledge of each
project on the one hand and our own previous
experiences on the other, to sculpt designs
which push the boundaries, drive the most appropriate answers and ensure the best value.
We have a long and established track record of delivering complex
projects within budget and to programme, and this is something
that we monitor vigorously during all stages of the project.
Our experience is extensive, covering the commercial, residential,
retail, leisure, educational, health and transportation sectors of the
market.

Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers,
consultants and technical specialists, working across every aspect of today’s built environment. Together we help our clients
solve their most complex challenges – turning exciting ideas into
tangible reality as we strive to find a better way and shape a better world.
Arup made its name in the twentieth century as the designer and
engineer behind some of the world’s most ambitious structures.
That creative strength and independence of mind continues to
guide us. Today, Arup employs more than 13,000 people, in more
than 35 countries – in a culture underpinned by Sir Ove Arup’s
aims and values.
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Atkins is one of the world’s most respected design, engineering
and project management consultancies. We build long-term
trusted partnerships to create a world where lives are enriched
through the implementation of our ideas.
We are a global energy business working
across the world, from deserts to the
deep sea, from rigs to retail stations, we
provide fuel and power for heat, light and
mobility. We are helping to meet the
world's increasing energy demands and
driving the transition to a lower carbon
future. Our strategy keeps us competitive, resilient and adaptable, at a time
when prices, policy, technology and customer preferences are all changing fast.

COWI UK Limited is a civil, structural and geotechnical engineering consultancy with extensive knowledge and experience in
bridge, tunnel, marine and specialist infrastructure. Our passion
and expertise enables us to deliver technically excellent, value
engineered solutions.
By combining global experience with local knowledge, we deliver
buildable projects, no matter how large or small, anywhere in the
world, for contractors and clients.
Flint & Neill and Donaldson Associates have joined together and
rebranded as COWI and can create specialist, multidisciplinary
teams with the right competencies and experience to suit the
complexity of any project.
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Founded in 1999 by Professor Chris Wise
and Seán Walsh, the practice has always
aimed to place creative engineering at
the heart of projects. We are delighted
that we were awarded the Institution of
Structural Engineers’ highest award in
both 2009 and 2011.
Expedition works on a wide variety of projects, large and small,
in the UK and internationally, from inception, site selection and
planning to completion and beyond. We can also provide lead
design services for projects, or simply resident engineer services. We provide infrastructure planning and design advice in
relation to strategic master planning projects, including flood
risk assessments. Throughout, we are motivated by finding excellent solutions to tricky problems.

In 2009, chartered engineers Luke Meechan and Simon Jones set
out to break the mould. Simplifying Asset Management through
honesty, clarity and expertise, Metis is now the leading Highway
and Flood Risk Management consultancy in London. Metis works
with over 20 London Boroughs and a loyal client base throughout
the UK. This includes Unitary, Metropolitan, District and County
Councils as well as private developers.

Ramboll is a leading engineering, design and consultancy company founded in Denmark in 1945, employing 13,000. With almost 300
offices in 35 countries, we emphasise local experience combined
with a global knowledge-base. We constantly strive to achieve inspiring and exacting solutions that make a genuine difference to
our customers, end-users and society as a whole. Ramboll works
across the markets: Buildings, Transport, Planning & Urban Design, Water, Environment & Health, Energy, Oil & Gas and Management Consulting.
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Robert Bird Group is a global structural, civil and specialist construction engineering consultancy with offices in Australia, the
United Kingdom, the United Arab Emirates, and South East Asia.
We are dedicated to creating exceptional value for our clients
through the intelligent application of engineering science and innovative approaches towards planning for construction.
Our vision, ‘The relentless pursuit of engineering excellence’, provides direction for our organisation and our people. Our clients
are ‘world class’ in what they do and continue to innovate and
change to meet the changing business environment. Our vision is
to innovate and change in partnership with them.
SCI (the Steel Construction Institute) has been
a trusted, independent source of information
and engineering expertise globally for over 30
years, and remains the leading, independent
provider of technical expertise and disseminator of best practice to the steel construction
sector. We support everyone involved in steel
construction; from manufacturers, consulting
and design engineers, architects, product
managers, commercial directors right through
to industry groups and peers.

We are a consultancy that combines commercial, economic,
technical and planning expertise to find powerful answers to our
clients’ complex challenges. Answers that help people, places
and economies thrive.
Founded in 1978, with a global network of offices, we have over
400 consultants providing advice to government, operators, financiers, regulators, developers, multi‐lateral funding agencies
and other interest groups.
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Vinci Construction is France’s leading construction company and a
top-tier global operator with 700 consolidated companies and
67,000 employees in about 100 countries. It operates in eight sectors: buildings, facilities, transport infrastructure, hydraulic infrastructure, renewable and nuclear energy, environmental engineering, oil and gas, and mining.

Walsh, an award winning firm, has over 130 employees based primarily at our headquarters at Butlers Wharf, London. This area,
which we are fortunate to help develop, provides a wonderful working environment for our employees and visitors.
Our highly specialised team of engineers and consultants delivers a
range of specialisms and services across the UK and at specific
international locations. Structural Engineering remains at our core
but we have extensive expertise in civil engineering enabling us to
provide a comprehensive engineering service complete with multidisciplinary consultants.
Webb Yates Engineers is a multidisciplinary engineering practice comprising structural, civil,
mechanical, electrical, and public health engineers.
With offices in London, Birmingham, Bristol and Dubai, our project
portfolio ranges from arts to aviation, prototyping to housing, and
inflatables to loadbearing stone. We have been successful in competitions and won several awards for our work including a prestigious Structural Award from the Institution of Structural Engineers.
Central to our philosophy is an enjoyment of the collaborative creative process. It is this desire for unbounded collaboration, together
with the broad-ranging interests of the team that has cultivated our
multidisciplinary offer.

